
Meeting Highlights
Community Meeting to Support Vision Keepers Strategic Planning

April 7, 2019, 1–4 p.m., Florence Senior Center
Facilitator: Tree Bressen



Goals/Purpose
We invited the community together to share successes in the Vision so far, 
discuss the gaps we could address, and brainstorm about how community 
members might play a role in helping the region achieve our Vision. We also 
talked about the unique role of the Vision Keepers in shepherding the Vision 
and supporting groups and individuals who are carrying it out through projects 
and initiatives.



Words to Describe the Vision
We started our time together with introductions. Then each person was invited to write down 1-3 words they associate with 
Siuslaw Vision. This graphic represents the most common words. 

In alphabetical order, with number of mentions 
in parentheses. Action (3)• Altruistic • Amoeba 
Art • Balance • Beauty • Big • Caring • Caring 
Community • Citizen • Climate change  
Collaboration (3) • Communities • Community (15) 
Community builder • Community-led • Connection 
Connections • Contacts • Creative • Directed 
Education (3) • Efforts • Encompassing 
Environment • Expectancy • Farmers • Flexibility 
Forward • Forward-thinking (2) • Fun • Future (6) 
Growth (2) • Hard! • Health • Hope (2) • Idealists 
Inclusion (6) • Innovation • Innovative • Inspiration 
Integrated • Involvement • KXCR • Life • Optimistic 
Optimists • Organized • Planning • Positive (4) 
Process • Progress • Quest • Resources • Support 
Support of Upriver Community • Unity • Vibrant 
Volunteers (3) • Work



Interview Questions – Overview
The afternoon centered around these four interview questions. We broke into pairs to interview (using the Appreciative Inquiry method) 
each other about Siuslaw Vision’s work. Themes and ideas emerged as we continued the work throughout the meeting.

Thinking back over Siuslaw Vision’s work the past several years, what has been the highlight? What made that 
particular thing (event, accomplishment, activity, etc.) wonderful in your eyes?

What difference has the Siuslaw Vision work made to this community and region? What do you see that’s different 
now as a result of this work?

What’s the most important factor in Siuslaw Vision’s success so far? 
If you were going to pin it on one thing, what would that be?

What do you see as the unique role of the Siuslaw Vision Keepers? 
That is, what work is theirs to do, as contrasted with all the other 
good groups and organizations here?

If you could choose one gap, need or challenge in the community to 
address next, what would you choose? And why that?
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Siuslaw Vision Highlights

       What are the highlights of Vision work?

      What’s different as a result of Vision work?
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(from questions 1 & 2)



What’s the most important factor in Siuslaw Vision’s success so far? If you were going to pin it on one thing, what 
would that be?

These are some of the success factors the group noted: 
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● Community involvement
● Meetings and outreach
● Facilitate conversations between groups. 
● Communication
● Seeing the enthusiasm needed for a successful organization
● Creative, innovative
● Willing to think outside the box
● Resources – money and staff
● Diversity and inclusion
● Volunteer energy
● Opening and welcoming
● Open, welcoming and inclusive
● Wide outreach
● Bringing people together to discuss things
● Giving people a voice – chance to be heard
● Networking
● Grants
● Public art



What do you see as the unique role of the Siuslaw Vision Keepers? That is, what work is theirs to do, as contrasted 
with all the other good groups and organizations here?
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● Connecting people and coordinating between groups
● Support entire community – overall health
● Big picture! Eyes and ears of the community
● Create communication and facilitation between organizations
● Gather and be a resource for information at one location
● Establish a channel for people to be heard
● More businesses supporting city projects
● Extra-governmental, non-political
● Umbrella that finds “gaps” between service organizations
● See the big picture and bring people together
● All encompassing, not defined by one issue
● Can support individuals to take on a huge project/fill a gap
● Active support
● Critical thinking
● Create a cohesive community vision
● Catalyst for change
● Compiling finished product
● Grant writing
● Support for ALL

Some of the work noted was: 



We clustered the ideas discussed during the interview discussions together by topic and several themes emerged, 
including:

● Farmers Market
● Arts and Beauty
● Inclusivity
● Networking
● Volunteerism
● Nonprofit Training
● Nonprofit Connections
● Education
● Environment
● Public Safety and Health
● Getting It Done 
● Big Picture/Bridge Divides 
● Upriver/Region connections
● Solution Oriented
● Not Government/non-political
● Economic Development/Business (jobs)
● Outreach
● Motivation
● RiverCal

Themes



If you could choose one gap, need or challenge in the community to address next, what would you choose? 

In small groups, we discussed the gaps and everyone had a chance to place dots next to issues that resonated with them.

● Affordable Housing (22 dots)
● Education (12 dots)
● Bridging Divides (8 dots)
● Economic Development/Jobs (5 dots)
● Environment (5 dots) 
● Community Center/Parks & Rec (3 dots)
● Getting it done (3 dots)
● Upriver/region connections (2 dots)
● Need for Outreach (1 dot)
● Public Safety & Health
● More connections with nonprofits 

Identified Gaps & Challenges



Role of Community Members
To close, we shared highlights of the role of the community members in small groups and then in the larger group. We reflected on the 
role of community members in determining and implementing the vision for the Siuslaw by asking:

What comes up for you around this? For example:  How do you envision community members leading the work? What role 
do you think community members play in determining priorities and implementing projects for each initiative?  Are there 
ways you can imagine contributing more to the projects of the Vision in the future (and if so, then how)? What could the 
Vision Keepers and staff do to support that happening?

 A few of the reflections from the room:
● Ask for small tasks that people can do
● Find places for all volunteers
● Address: “My vote doesn’t matter.”
● Bulletin board at library – interactive
● Develop sub-committees for areas of interest
● Create strategy for selecting projects
● Address fear of stepping forward (by community members)
● More communication about Vision projects and opportunities
● Invite people to be involved
● Create more networking opportunities 
● Match community members with projects in specific roles
● Coordinate opportunities addressing same problem/issue



Thanks for joining us! 
 


